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Background

• Density =  Mass / Area

• Given equal- size grid, density =  
mass

• Use density to solve various tasks in 
data mining

• Unlike physics, we do not use mass

• This work is the first attempt to use 
mass to solve data mining problems

• We show that mass can solve three 
data mining tasks more effectively 
and efficiently than density
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Density Estimation

‘..estimation of densities is a universal 
problem of statistics (knowing the densities 
one can solve various problems.)’
[Vapnik, 2000] 

Examples:
• Class- conditional density function p(x| c)
• Posterior probability p(c|x)
• Density- based, distance- based methods

Kernel density estimation, kNN, Maximum 
Likelihood procedures or Bayesian methods
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Presentation Notes
Message: Density estimation applies to many tasks. Often we are so absorbed into the methodological details and forget that these methods are doing one thing, that is, density estimation.Examples of distance-based methods are in fact performing density estimation:(i) D-Distance Anomalies are data points which have fewerthan p neighboring points within a distance D.(ii) kth NN Distance Anomalies are the top-ranked instanceswhose distance to the kth nearest neighbor is greatest.(iii) Average kNN Distance Anomalies are the top-rankedinstances whose average distance to the k nearest neighborsis greatest



What Mass Estimation is not

•Probability mass function

•Probability
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Presentation Notes
Note:The “concept” usually refers to density or pdf.Mass estimation focuses on providing an indicator signifying an instance is relevant (or irrelevant) to the concept underlying the data, without describing or modeling the concept.



Data Mass or Mass

• Mass is defined as the number of points 
in a region.

• Two groups of data can have the same 
mass regardless of the characteristics of 
the regions (e.g., density, shape or 
volume.)

• Mass in a given region is defined by a 
rectangular function which has the same 
value for the entire region in which the 
mass is measured.
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Theorems
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Corollaries

• Mass is a measure of relevance with respect to the 
concept underlying the data from which the mass 
distribution is generated.

• Points having high mass are highly relevance to the 
concept.
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Level- h Mass Estimation



Mass estimation vs density estimation (1)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Message:Mass estimation produces a concave function----fringe points have significantly smaller mass than core points.Treat the data as a single data cloud at h=1;  starting from h=2, it begins to identify three clusters in the given data. Note that each is a concave function. Note that masses at the fringe points at the extreme ends are smaller than internal fringe points of both the same cluster and the mid cluster.



Mass estimation vs density estimation (2)
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Presentation Notes
Message:Notice the concave function – the far fringe point has significantly smaller mass than near fringe point of the cluster.Small dense cluster has higher density than the big cluster, reflected in the density distribution.Notice the mass at dense cluster increases as h increases, but it never foes higher than the peak at the big cluster.In some application such as anomaly detection, mass estimation at the first level is better the those at the higher levels because dense cluster can be confused with the point surrounding the peak at the big cluster.



Applications of Mass 

TASK

Anomaly 
Detection

High mass signifies normal points

Low mass signifies anomalies

Information 
Retrieval

High (low) mass signifies that a 
database object is highly (less) relevant 
to the query.

The same framework can be applied for 
relevance feedback.

Regression SVR is able to exploit the ‘stretched’ 
mass space to improve its predictive 
performance.
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How Mass can be applied

TASK How mass is applied

Regression Indirect Approach

Information 
Retrieval

Indirect and Direct Approaches

(Multimedia Data Mining Workshop)

Anomaly 
Detection

Direct Approach
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Presentation Notes
Message: Mass estimation is a core estimation method that can be applied to many tasks.Streaming HS-Trees with change detection that can deal with three types of change (P(x|y=normal);P(x|y=anomaly);P(y) or P(y=anomaly), and transient change and persistent change



Mass Estimation
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where



Indirect Approach
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Result of Indirect Approach : 
Content- based Image Retrievel

• MRBIR – Manifold-based method; Qsim and InstR – two recent 
techniques to improve similarity calculation.

• COREL database of 10000 images, with 100 categories.
• 67 features: 11 shape, 24 texture, 32 colour.
• 5 images from each category as initial queries (5 x 100 runs)
• 5 rounds of relevant feedback; each 2 +ve & 2 –ve feedbacks
• Break-even-point (BEP) of the precision-recall curve.
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Mass Space 
is better for 

information retrieval 
than the original space

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Results (boldface) is significant at 5% significance level using paired t-test.\psi =8, t=1000



Result of Direct Approach : 
Content- based Image Retrievel
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Presentation Notes
Key point: Direct approach can significantly improve the retrieval performance of indirect appproach.Refeat: mass space transformation + feature weighting + ranking scheme.InstRank is InstR  InstRank-RF is InstR’InstRank-WRF is InstR’ with feature weightingThe difference between Refeat and InstRank-WRF is the former is using ranking scheme directly, the latter is using a similarity measure between two instances before ranking.



Mass Estimation has Constant 
Time and Space Complexities
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1) Require a much smaller sample size

2) Utilise no distance or density measures

 Eliminates major computational cost in 
distance and density calculation

3) Scale up to handle extremely large data size

Characteristics of Mass Estimation
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Contributions

1. Introduce a base measure, mass, and 
delineate its three properties:
(i) Mass distribution stipulates an ordering
(ii) This ordering accentuates fringe points               

with a concave function.
(iii) It is a constant-time-and-space-

complexities estimation method.
2. A formalism to apply mass for different 

tasks. 
Mass estimation has the potentials in 
applications as diverse as density 
estimation has applied now.
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Final Remark and Future work

1. Multi- dimensional mass estimation
2. Improve/extend the formalism
3. Purposes of mass estimation and density 

estimation are different—it is thus 
important identify areas for which each is 
best suited. This will ascertain areas in 
which density has been a mismatch, 
unbeknown thus far

•Express the problem in terms of mass 
rather than density

•Apply mass directly
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Whether mass estimation is direct method or not, depend on how it is applied and the task at hand.Mass estimation in AD and IR: can’t imagine there is another method which is more direct.
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